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The Novel Jaya Optimization Algorithm (JOA) was utilized in this research to evaluate the efficiency of a new 

novel design of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV). The Three Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controllers 

were used to obtain the optimum output for the AUV Trajectory, which can be considered as a main side of the 

research for solving the AUV Performance. The optimization technique has been developed to solving the motion 

model of the AUV in order to reduce the rotations of trajectory for the AUV 6-DOF Body in the axis’s in x, y and z for 

the overall positions, velocity... etc., and to execute the optimum output for the dynamic kinematics model based on 

the Novel Euler-6 DOF AUV Body Equation implemented on MATLAB R2021a Version.  
Keywords: autonomous underwater vehicle, 6-DOF AUV Body, Jaya Optimization Algorithm, trajectory 
Control, PID controller 

 

1. Introduction 

 
Nowadays, the autonomous underwater vehicle is an essential model because of the autonomous 

underwater vehicle didn’t find the complexity and widely coverage in discovering the coverage tasks 

because of low energy of it [1]. In additional to that, the overall coverage planned work of 

mechanism of multi autonomous underwater vehicles entry in these instructions, There are few 

studies into the process of mapping the multi-bot cooperative's entire coverage path [3]. In an 

underwater mission, the AUV experiences complicated multiaxial nonlinear motion paths in the 

presence of external disturbances, such as tides, waves, currents, and up-or-downstream currents. 

Route planning and multiple vehicle servicing must be integrated to ensure a comprehensive study 

of all underwater locations, There is a huge variety of inconvenient techniques for designing 

autonomous underwater vehicles, and there is a lack of understanding of the hydrodynamic 

parameters of autonomous underwater vehicles. The autonomous underwater vehicles asymmetric 

axes are particularly difficult to understand due to their nonlinear nature: the consequences of 

nonlinear effective cross-coupling. autonomous underwater vehicle are un-manned underwater 

vehicles that may be program it by using remoting method to perform a variety of missions, such as 

seabed survey and environmental monitoring. Cross-couplings between AUVs and the human mind 

are intertwined in the AUV strategy's real operation under unpredictable natural settings. Experts 

have used a range of control approaches to manage the movement of AUVs in the ocean over the 

last decade. Several attempts have been made to allow AUVs to operate in many dynamically and 

restricted situations, such as coastal or region areas. The position of an Autonomous underwater 

could be calculated using instrument positional awareness comparative to a ground container or 

underwater transceivers, dying to use an Interferometric Speed Record to quantify motion from over 

base and path to use a sense of direction, or gravitational route planning, which involve evaluating 

the Autonomous underwater's amplitudes and rotational movement and trying to solve motion 

equations. AUVs could perform in coastal waters (between both the low and high tides levels), and 
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others are competent of plunging to a deep of 6,000 m. A specialized hybrid electric vehicle with 

such an Autonomous underwater mode is the most advanced undersea technology, possible to 

reach the sea's lowest deep of 11,000 m. Autonomous underwater equipment might come in 

different sizes from tiny, easily transported planes weight under 100 pounds to lengthy glider or 

incredibly huge system. The much more advanced Autonomous underwater in use require 

thousands of pounds and require their own supporting vessels[3]. 

 

2. Motion Mechanisms of AUV 

The theories for motion mechanism of autonomous underwater vehicle that contain two important 

motions called yaw and pitch which related with a speed specific in forwarding. The developed 

functions are used to enhance the checking of the acquiescence for a given path with these limits in 

additional to that, to punish the cost if there is more of the limits is broken. To checking the paths 

acquiescence with the turning limit, the yaw angle of the paths in the x and y axis’s is tested toward 

the maximum yaw angle 𝜓𝑚𝑎𝑥. With Consider to the two segments of the sequential path that 

contains the three path points 𝑝𝑖, 𝑗 , 𝑝𝑖, 𝑗 + 1 , 𝑝𝑖, 𝑗 + 2 that shown below in Figure 1, the yaw angle 𝜓 

could be acquired the cos inverse function as presented in eq. 1[4]. The projection’s of scalar of the 

twice path’s onto the first segmentation in the x and y plane’s is the first partition of the cos function, 

while the length of the twice route in the x and y plane’s is the second partition. 

𝜓𝑗 = cos−1 [  
 ‖𝑝𝑖,𝑗′  𝑝𝑖,𝑗+1′→        ‖.‖𝑝𝑖,𝑗+1′  𝑝𝑖,𝑗+2′→           ‖

‖𝑝𝑖,𝑗′  𝑝𝑖,𝑗+1′→        ‖ x 1‖𝑝𝑖,𝑗+1′  𝑝𝑖,𝑗+2′→           ‖]  
 
                                                                  (1) 

 

 
Figure 1: Path yaw and pitch angles. 

The cost function 𝐹1 for violation the yaw limit is acquired from the calculation of yaw angle as 

present in eq. 2,3. 𝑓1(𝑥𝑖) = −∑ 𝑓1(𝑝𝑖,𝑗)𝑚−1𝑗=1                                                                                                  (2) 

𝑓1(𝑝𝑖,𝑗) = { 0                         , 𝑖𝑓|𝜓𝑗| ≤ 𝜓𝑚𝑎𝑥(90 − |𝜓𝑗|)/(90 − 𝜓𝑚𝑎𝑥)  , 𝑖𝑓|𝜓𝑗| > 𝜓𝑚𝑎𝑥                                                       (3) 

 



The simultaneous pitch angle 𝜃 and the pitch changing of the autonomous underwater 𝛥𝜃 at any 

time during the pitch motion shall their corresponding highest concentrations are not reached (𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝛥𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥). 𝜃 could be find by Using the fundamental tangent function as illustrated in Figure 1 

computed in (4). Following that 𝛥𝜃 it can be computed using (5)[5]. 

𝜃𝑗 = tan−1 [  
 ‖𝑝𝑖,𝑗+2 𝑝𝑖,𝑗+2′′→           ‖
‖𝑝𝑖,𝑗+1 𝑝𝑖,𝑗+2′′→           ‖]  

 
                                                                                            (4) 

𝛥𝜃𝑗 = 𝜃𝑗+1 − 𝜃𝑗                                                                                                              (5) 

From the computed pitch, the cost F2 for violation 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 and the cost F3 for 𝛥𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 could be acquired 

as present in the following equations (6), (7), (8) and (9). 𝑓2(𝑥𝑖) = −∑ 𝑓2(𝑝𝑖,𝑗)𝑚−1𝑗=1                                                                                                (6)                                       

𝑓2(𝑝𝑖,𝑗) = { 0                         , 𝑖𝑓|𝜃𝑗| ≤ 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥(90 − |𝜃𝑗|)/(90 − 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥)  , 𝑖𝑓|𝜃𝑗| > 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥                                                       (7) 

𝑓3(𝑥𝑖) = −∑ 𝑓3(𝑝𝑖,𝑗)𝑚−2𝑗=1                                                                                                 (8)                                       

𝑓3(𝑝𝑖,𝑗) = { 0                         , 𝑖𝑓|𝛥𝜃𝑗| ≤ 𝛥𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥(90 − |𝛥𝜃𝑗|)/(90 − 𝛥𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥)  , 𝑖𝑓|𝛥𝜃𝑗| > 𝛥𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥                                               (9) 

2.1 AUV Body Motion  

The slender of the AUV body can be expressed as dynamical model that consists of two partitions such as 

body, inertia. In Figure 2 that present that cases for the given C,B which are centralized in AUV. in 

additional to that, it has x axis’s forwarding as AUV Referenced Body, z axis’s to the portion and y axis’s 
to the upper part. In other words, the axis’s which are splitters as body and inertia frames are linked 

together according to the rotations to the turning angle 𝜓 in y axis’s. in the following eq. 10 present the 

sideslip angle which selected by vx which is indicate the frame of the body axis’s and according to the both vy 

, vz which are indicate the frames of inertia axis’s[6]. β = tan−1( vz√vx2+vy2)                                                                                                           (10) 



 
Figure 2: AUV Body Coordination[7]. 

In the following eq.11 could be indicate the attack angle for both body and inertia axis’s framing in 

AUV[8-13]. α = − tan−1 (vyvx)                                                                                                                                 (11) 

In the following both eq.12,13, the kinematics of the autonomous underwater vehicle which indicate co 

ordinate framing interpretation. Where AUV integrate the hydro-dynamic & non-linear[14-20]. [𝑥𝑦𝑧] = [ cos 𝜃 cos 𝜓 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜓 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 cos 𝜓 cos 𝜑 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜓 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 cos 𝜓 sin 𝜑𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 cos 𝜃 cos 𝜑 − cos 𝜃 sin 𝜑− cos 𝜃 sin 𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜓 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛷 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 sin 𝜓 cos 𝜑 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜓 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 sin 𝜓 sin 𝜑] [𝑣𝑥𝑣𝑦𝑣𝑧](12) 

 [𝜓�̇��̇�] = [0 𝑠𝑒𝑐 𝜃 cos 𝜑 − 𝑠𝑒𝑐 𝜃 sin 𝜑0 sin 𝜑 cos 𝜑1 − 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜃 cos 𝜑 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜃 sin 𝜑 ] [𝑤𝑥𝑤𝑦𝑤𝑧]                                                                             (13) 

2.2 AUV Model on MATLAB 

The modelling of AUV consists of four main elements such as propulsion forces and moments which are 

responsible for convert thrust control inputs to Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signals and then entry 

signals to a normalization function with 1900 for upper limit and 1100 for lower limit with saturation 

condition by use 3 transfer functions for T200, 2 of them used for move the forward/backward control and 

one for up/down mission. in additional to that, 2 transfer functions for T100 used to move the sidewards. 

Finally, directions of thrust used to make rotations as the figures that shown below respectively. 



 
Figure 3: One Dimension for x, y, z thrust control axis’s. 

 
Figure 4: PWM Signals converted for x, y, z thrust directions. 

 

The rotations entry to a thrust control to be understandable by thrust forces and moments which is 

consists of two elements such as thrust transformation and moment computation that responsible for 

convert the thrust values to both propulsion force and moment, additionally the goal is to combine both 

propulsion parameters and hydrodynamic force in force and moment all of these elements are used to 

compilation force and moments to achieved the formatting that AUV body 6-DOF Euler Angles deal with 

it. The following figures can shown below: 
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Figure 5: Thrust transformation & moment computation converted to both propulsion force and moment. 

 
Figure 6: Hydrodynamic and Hydrostatic forces in AUV. 



 
Figure 7: Propulsion parameters & Hydrodynamic forces for conversion to overall force and moment in 

AUV. 

 
Figure 8: Mathematical Model of AUV 6-DOF Body in MATLAB Simulink. 

 

At the end, the dynamics solver that consists of two main processes 6-dof body Euler angles and post-

processing which is responsible for convert the referenced velocities , positions , angular to normal views 

by visualization. At last The fourth elements called sensor data and state estimation which is filtered both 

normal position and velocity can shown below in the following figure: 



 
Figure 9: Sensor Data and State Estimation of AUV. 

 

With these four main elements there are three types of thrust x, y, z counter gages. Additionally three 

main switches to control on position, fidelity, noise and these important elements for checking and fixing 

the problems that comes from AUV, then the mass of AUV is 10 kg weight, the overall novel design of 

AUV can shown in the following: 

 
Figure 10: Overall Mathematical Model of AUV in MATLAB Simulink. 

 

3. Enhanced JOA Technique 

When dealing with mixture optimization issues, this part of research that discusses a enhanced Jaya 

Optimization algorithm method. Rao created the first version of the Jaya algorithm in 2016. It's a 
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restoration of natural based on the population that doesn't need any parameters to achieve its goal. In each 

iteration, this algorithm quickly approaches the optimum answer. The Flowchart of the novel Jaya 

optimization algorithm can shown in the figure below. Generally, rounding-off operators are used to 

transform continuous data into non-continuous variables. The presence of optimum simultaneous issues 

on the borders of the constraint of function may cause the a persistent variable's calculation process to 

disregard the restrictions. Furthermore, before rounding off related continuous variables, researchers 

verify the optimal values in both continuous and integers parameters to ensure that requirements are not 

broken after rounding off, despite the fact that this process increases computation time. As a result, the 

original Jaya method has been updated to handle a variety of design factors in optimization problems 

while maintaining constraint compliance. There are no algorithmic parameters in this method, and it 

converges quickly to the best global solution. The initialization of parameters is the first step in this 

method. All variables' initial solutions are created at random in a permanent place. Furthermore, 

simultaneous parameter values stay in continuous place, when digital and integer variable's continuous 

domain is transformed into a digital domain utilizing the limit restriction of a centered point of matching 

two successive digital and integer variables values. 

 
Figure 11: Flowchart of JOA Implemented on AUV. 

 
In the following table that describe Jaya optimization parameters with the enhanced values for 

population, number of variables, maximum of generations and iterations on AUV. 

Table 1: JOA Parameters in MATLAB. 

Jaya Optimization Algorithm 

Parameters 

Values 

Population size 9 

Number of design variables 9 

Maximum number of iterations 2 

 

4. Simulation results and analysis 
In this section, the proposed Jaya Optimization Algorithm is utilized in Novel AUV design to 
controlling on the yaw angle was implemented in MATLAB Simulink with simulation stop time 50 sec 
and the outcome were tested. Additionally, the optimized algorithm was presented four case study 
such as 0-1,0-10,0-100,0-1000 lower and upper bounds respectively and the experimentations were 
investigated below. 



 

 
Figure 12: Overall Trajectory for AUV with JOA for 

0-1 lower and upper bounds. 

 
Figure 14: Reference & Filtered on Position one for 

AUV with JOA for 0-1 lower and upper bounds. 

 
Figure 16: Reference & Filtered on Position three for 

AUV with JOA for 0-1 lower and upper bounds. 

 
Figure 18: Overall Velocity for AUV with JOA for 0-1 

lower and upper bounds. 

 

 
Figure 13: Overall PID responses for AUV with JOA 

for 0-1 lower and upper bounds. 

 
Figure 15: Reference & Filtered on Position two for 

AUV with JOA for 0-1 lower and upper bounds. 

 
Figure 17: Overall Positions for AUV with JOA for 0-

1 lower and upper bounds. 

 
Figure 19: Overall AUV Body using PID Controller 

with JOA for 0-1 lower and upper bounds. 



 

 
Figure 20: Overall Trajectory for AUV with JOA for 

0-10 lower and upper bounds. 

 
Figure 22: Reference & Filtered on Position one for 

AUV with JOA for 0-10 lower and upper bounds. 

 
Figure 24: Reference & Filtered on Position three for 

AUV with JOA for 0-10 lower and upper bounds. 

 

 

 
Figure 21: Overall PID responses for AUV with JOA 

for 0-10 lower and upper bounds. 

 
Figure 23: Reference & Filtered on Position two for 

AUV with JOA for 0-10 lower and upper bounds. 

 
Figure 25: Overall Positions for AUV with JOA for 0-

10 lower and upper bounds. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Overall Velocity for AUV with JOA for 0-

10 lower and upper bounds. 

 

 

Figure 27: Overall AUV Body using PID Controller 

with JOA for 0-10 lower and upper bounds.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 28: Overall Trajectory for AUV with   
JOA for 0-100 lower and upper bounds. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29: Overall PID responses for AUV with JOA 

for 0-100 lower and upper bounds. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Reference & Filtered on Position one for 

AUV with JOA for 0-100 lower and upper bounds. 

 

Figure 31: Reference & Filtered on Position two for 

AUV with JOA for 0-100 lower and upper bounds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32: Reference & Filtered on Position three for 

AUV with JOA for 0-100 lower and upper bounds. 

 

 

 

Figure 33: Overall Positions for AUV with JOA for 

0-100 lower and upper bounds.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34: Overall Velocity for AUV with JOA for 0-

100 lower and upper bounds.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35: Overall AUV Body using PID Controller 

with JOA for 0-100 lower and upper bounds.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 36: Overall Trajectory for AUV with  Figure 37: Overall PID responses for AUV 

with JOA for 0-1000 lower and upper bounds.                                          with JOA for 0-1000 lower and upper 

 bounds. 
 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 38: Reference & Filtered on Position one  Figure 39: Reference & Filtered on Position 

two for AUV with JOA for 0-1000 lower and upper                                two for AUV with JOA for 0-1000 lower                                     

bounds.                                                                                and upper bounds.  

                                                                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 41: Overall Positions for AUV 

Figure 40: Reference & Filtered on Position  with JOA for 0-1000 lower and upper 

three for AUV with JOA for 0-1000 lower and                                        bounds. 

upper bounds.                                                                                             

                     

  

 

                                                                                            

 

 

  

 Figure 43: Overall AUV Body using PID 

Figure 42: Overall Velocity for AUV  Controller with JOA for 0-1000 lower and 

with JOA for 0-1000 lower and upper bounds. upper bounds. 



Three PID controllers has been utilized with Jaya Optimization Algorithm in this research that applied 

with AUV, the PID parameters can shown below with their values in the following table: 

 

Table 2: Overall Parameters of PID Controllers tested with Four Cases in MATLAB.  

PID 

Parameters 

Case 1 (0-1)lower 

and upper bounds 

Case 2(0-10)lower 

and upper bounds 

Case 3(0-100)lower 

and upper bounds 

Case 4(0-1000)lower 

and upper bounds 

Kp1 0.029220277562146 2.416912859138327 83.082862789629090 29.220277562146290 

Ki1 0.521135830804002 3.531585712220711 7.585428956306362 5.211358308040014e+02 

Kd1 0.885168008202475 5.470088922863450 33.712264439888150 8.851680082024753e+02 

Kp2 0.106761861607241 0.811257688657853 68.921450314000780 1.067618616072414e+02 

Ki2 0.197809826685929 8.176277083222620 99.613471662688540 1.978098266859292e+02 

Kd2 0.805489424529686 5.501563428984222 8.443584551091032 8.054894245296856e+02 

Kp3 0.712694471678914 2.259217809723988 13.606855870866374 7.126944716789140e+02 

Ki3 0.818148553859625 9.797483783560851 40.180803375194174 8.181485538596247e+02 

Kd3 0.453797708726920 2.217467340172401 94.478718972164600 4.537977087269195e+02 

  

5. Conclusions 

This paper has been focused on using three of Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) Controllers in 

designing the novel autonomous underwater vehicle by MATLAB Simulink. The Jaya Optimization 

Algorithm (JOA) has been inserted as control method and measured with the conventional PID 

Controllers. This investigation which is experimented with four cases of studies has been applied to 

enhance the overall positions, velocities, body of AUV in order to get high efficiency in x, y, z 

trajectory on AUV Novel Design in this research the simulation time has been achieved and 

measured with 50 (sec), the kinematics model of AUV has been derived with 6 degree of freedom 

AUV body to achieve the optimum solution for this current article. 
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